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Abstract. Based on the new rules of the 4th national college students’ engineering and comprehensive training ability
competition, established three-dimensional model using software UG NX, designed a kind of “S” type carbon-free,it
can adapt to various poles’ distance and easy assembling and debugging.Focus on variable pitch mechanism and
steering mechanism’s designing, and by motion simulation verify its rationality, the simulation analysis showed the
car trajectory accords with a requirement. Finally,processed parts,assembled and debugged of the cars.Practice has
proved that the design of the car conform to the requirements of the game, is reasonable, assembling outfit is
convenient, easy to debug, can meet the requirements of a variety of stem from, smooth finish and get good grades.

1 Introduction
Carbon-free car, a kind of three-wheel cars, is driven by
given gravitational potential energy, which has the
function of continuous obstacle avoidance. The “S”shaped circuit requires the car to be able to automatically
bypass the obstacles on the track when the car is moving.
Obstacle for the diameter of 20mm, high 200mm round
bar, along the track line and other distance placed. It is
different from the previous game rules that the obstacle
space to expand the scope of 700mm~1300mm and
require to the car on-site dismantling debugging before
the game. In the past, the carbon free cars [1]-[4] are only
one kind of transmission ratio, can not meet the current
requirements of the game. Lu Jian [5] designed a carbonfree car which can adjust the transmission ratio, although
it can adapt to the “S”-shaped path of different rod
distance, but it is difficult to change the transmission ratio
due to the complexity of the structure. Therefore, it is
urgent to design a kind of variable distance mechanism
which is convenient to adjust many kinds of transmission
ratio, and it is convenient to disassemble and adjust the
steering mechanism.

2 Integrated design of the carbon-free
car
According to the rules of the three wheeled structure and
to achieve the “S” shape of the line shape, the overall
design of the car as shown in Fig. 1, including the frame,

the transmission part, the steering part, the fine-tuning
part of the 4 parts.
The principle is that lifting the weight to a specified
height, then weight falls automatically due to the
gravity.The flexible cord in the weight will change
direction of tension by the installation of pulley in the
pulley seat, and the other end of the rope will wind on the
driving mechanism. The movement is transferred to the
rear wheel shaft, which drives the rear wheel to rotate,
thereby completing the movement of the trolley.The front
wheel rotates to the left or to the right according to the
sine period to rotate through the steering mechanism,
which causes the car to walk out of the S shape path and
avoid the obstacle rod which is arranged at a certain
distance.
In addition to the standard thread parts and bearings
of standard parts, the rest of the car are required students
to manufacture their own, so must first consider the car
material. According to the previous experience in design
and processing [6], select aluminum body frame.

3 Design of transmission part
As shown in Fig. 1, the transmission part by pulley, wire
wheel, wheel, gear and small gear adjustment and back
axle, etc. Flexible rope through the pulley lead the line
wheel to rotate, and the coaxial with the big gear to rotate
together, so as to drive the meshed with the adjusting
gear, rotate the pinion gear. The pinion drives the rear
axle to rotate. So that the mounting in the rear ends of the
two rear wheels rotate, the car forward.
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Figure 1. Overall design of the car

The relationship between the transmission ratio and
the distance of a cycle˖

3.1 Calculation of transmission ratio

S=i×πD

The game provides a random sample of obstacles in the
range of 700mm~1300mm. According to the debugging
experience, the car can meet the biggest obstacle distance
of 200mm by adjusting its own steering angle. So the
range is divided into three groups: 700mm~900mm,
900mm~1100mm, 1100mm~1300mm, the median values
of each group were 800mm, 1000mm and 1200mm,
respectively, and The optimal amplitude of the “S”-shape
trajectory is 350mm. Using CAD and other drawing
software for spline curve fitting trolley walking route, as
shown in Fig. 2.

(1)

where S is the distance, 2180mm,2500mm and 2830mm,
respectively; i is the transmission ratio; D is the rear
wheel diameter.
By formula (1) can calculate transmission ratio i1=5.3,
i2=6.1, i3=6.9, when the distance between 800mm,
1000mm, 1200mm, respectively. The number of gear
teeth is 120, and the number of small gear teeth is 23, 20
and 17.
3.2 Design of variable pitch mechanism
In order to adapt to the different distance, the design of
the car with a variable pitch mechanism, as shown in Fig.
3. It only need to replace a small gear, and adjust the
position of the gear to achieve the three gears meshing.
Compared with the multi group gear meshing method [2],
the operation is simple, no need to adjust the position of
the gear support to make the gear mesh.

Figure 2. Movement track diagram of the car
Figure 3. Principle diagram of the variable pitch institutions

Measuring the length of the spline curve can be
obtained from the three space under the car a cycle of the
theoretical distance respectively 2180mm, 2500mm,
2830mm.

4 Design of steering part
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spring plate, the two material and the same size spring
piece are selected.
In ensuring the accuracy of processing and assembly
accuracy, the car can be driven by the standard “S”shaped track, and do not need to adjust to find a balance
position.

The “S”-shaped carbon free car commonly used in the
steering mechanism has cam mechanism [7], incomplete
gear mechanism, crank rocker mechanism, etc. This car
using the sine mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1, steering
part is composed of the top of the column, a push rod, a
push rod, a spring piece and a front axle. The kinematic
diagram [8] of the steering part as shown in Fig. 4.
When the big gear rotates, eccentric top column
which fixed on the big gear followed to make circular
motion. The front and back straight line motion of the
push rod is driven by the eccentric top post, which drives
the push rod to slide. The push rod is arranged in the
slider and the two ends are respectively connected with
the push rod and the front axle is in contact with C and D.
The top rod transfer to the front, so that the front axle to
point e for the center for small angle swing back and
forth, so as to realize the front left and right steering.

5 Design of fine tuning part
In order to make the car to avoid obstacles more accurate,
fine adjustment mechanism [9] is needed to adjust the
front wheel swing angle range. As shown in Fig. 5,
tuning part is composed of sliding board, sliding block,
regulating tank, adjusting plate and the like. The sliding
block is arranged on the sliding plate. Using screw rod
device as device for regulating horizontal movement of
slide plate. The trimming principle is by turning screwsteering mechanism of lateral movement, change the top
bar and the position of the front wheel axis to change the
front wheel angular size, adjusting the amplitude of the
trolley routes, and achieve precise fine-tuning of trolley
routes. Meanwhile, in regulating trimmer slot is opened
on, putting the front-end and adjusting connection point
is located in the fine tuning of the disc slot.

Figure 4. Steering mechanism kinematic sketch

As shown in Fig. 4, When the rocker AB moves to B'
and B'' position, the push rod has just arrived at the
closest point D' and the farthest point D''. Assume that the
length of the crank AB is l1, the D'D'' is 2l1. Assuming the
length DE is l2, and the slider is in the middle position of
the sliding plate, the front wheel rotation angle as

D' ED''  2arc tan

l1
l2

Figure 5. Fine adjustment mechanism

(2)

6 Conclusions
The overall innovative design for Carbon-free car is
achieved, and the analysis of its structure and movement
aimed at the parts of transmission, steering and fine tune
is also completed in this study. For the pitch mechanism,
it is equipped with many advantages, such as the
transmission ratio adjusted easily, handling simply and
disassembling and debugging conveniently. The precise
control of track route is realized by the micro-adjusting
mechanism providing two different measures, i.e. the
horizontal adjusting mechanism and fine-tuning slots.
The practice proved that the car has the characteristics
of simple structure, adjusting easily and the adaptation
for multi-spacing, and provide a certain reference for the
design of Carbon-free car under the new rules.

The maximum distance that the slider can be adjusted
up and down is l3ˈthen the maximum ψ and minimum
values φ for the front wheel angle as:

  D' ED''max  2arc tan
  D' ED''min  2arc tan

l1  l3
l2

l1  l3
l2



(3)

(4)

Different from the previous design of the steering
mechanism, the car designed the compression spring [8]
on the basis of the sine mechanism. Due to the effects of
the front axle, front push rod spring and the front wheel
shaft to maintain contact, and the rear ejector rod is in
contact with an eccentric top post because of the action of
the push rod spring. So it can keep gapless between the
push rod with the front axle, also can maintain gapless
between the push rod and the top pillar, making a smooth
shift, and keeps the advantages of the sine mechanism. In
addition, in order to overcome the uneven force of the
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